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In the preceding article BGas Flow Dynamics in Inlet Capil-
laries: Evidence for non Laminar Conditions^ by Wißdorf et al.,
the errors as listed below were not appropriately corrected during
the final galley proofing stage. Errors number 1–4were present in
the submitted revised manuscript, errors 5 and 6 appeared addi-
tionally in the galley proofs.

The authors are indebted to Dr. Martin F. Jerrold, Chemistry
Department, Indiana University, who found inconsistencies
caused by errors number 2–4 when analyzing our data using the
online version of the article and reported these immediately to us.

We sincerely apologize for this mishap. It is emphasized
though that all calculations presented in the preceding articlewere
computed with the correct equations and the appropriate units as
given below. None of the data, figures, and conclusions drawn in
the article are thus affected.

1) Throughout the manuscript, the author of Ref. 32 was
misspelled BLivesay.^

The correct name is BLivesey.^

2) Missing units for equations 2–6
To compute the correct volume flownumbers (in units of L/s), the
required units are as follows (note that there is a type setting error
for the p0 list entry in the article):
Qlaminar volume flow [L/s]
d inner diameter of the pipe [cm]
l pipe length [cm]
p0 pressure at the pipe entrance [mbar]
p1 backgroundpressure inthedownstreamrecipient [mbar]

Note that the correct units (as listed above) have been used for
all relevant calculations in the original article

3) Mistyped equation 4
The temperature T0 has to be moved from the denominator to
the numerator. The authors have missed this error during the
proof reading process. The correct equation is:
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Note that the correct formula (as given above) was used for all
relevant calculations in the original article.

4) Mistyped equation 6
The volume flow Q (in L/s) needs to be multiplied with the
upstream pressure p0 (in mbar). The authors have missed this
error during the proof reading process. The correct equation is:

1

Qlaminar⋅p0
> 1:5

Note that the correct formula (as given above) was used for all
relevant calculations in the original article.

5) Remains of text setting code Bextit^ for BRe^ on page 3,
right column, 3rd paragraph. The authors have missed this
error during the proof reading process. The correct text
setting is just BRe^:

A real pipe flow begins in a laminar state with small pressure
differences and undercritical Re values.

6) Incorrect text setting in Ref 24; the proceedings section is
repeated. The authors have missed this error during the
proof reading process. The correct text setting is:

H. Kersten, K. J. Brockmann, R. O’Brien, and T. Benter. Win-
dowless miniature spark discharge light sources for efficient gen-
eration of vuv radiation below 105 nm for on-capillary APPI
(CAPI). In: Proceedings of the 59th ASMS Conference on Mass
Spectrometry andAllied Topics, Denver, CO, USA, 2011.

Submitted respectfully

The online version of the original article can be found at http://dx.doi.org/10.
1007/s13361-016-1415-z.
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